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THE GREAT INDOORS

THE FASHION OF FITNESS
Tapping into the
wellness industry

Lessons from
David Chipperfield

Challenging
tomorrow’s workplace
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FITNESS

FRAME LAB

Sven Philipp

↑ From closed-off
to design-led
Boutique fitness studios are on
the rise, with high-intensity spinning classes at the forefront of the
development. A far fetch from the
traditionally ‘clinical’ gym, these studios resemble sumptuous hospitality
venues. Berlin’s Becycle features a
bar, a lounge, a sportswear shop and
a co-working zone. Götz + Bilchev
Architekten and DRAA collaborated
with Lien Tran to realize Becycle’s
nightclub-like interior design.

FIVE FACTORS POISED TO
ENRICH WELLNESS FACILITIES
➀ Programmable spaces. Digital
backdrops, immersive projections and
hi-tech lighting will ensure seamless
transitions from one activity to another.
➁ Participatory content. User-generated content will become the norm.
Participants’ performances will provide
real-time content.
➂ Physical and virtual unite. Real-life
experiences will be augmented by simu-

lators, immersive technologies
and interactive screens.
➃ Performance arenas. A good
balance of shared experiences and
individual performances will motivate
participants.
➄ Out and proud. Home work-outs
will yield ground to fitness studios that
provide a healthy social atmosphere
and an opportunity to shop. – BQ
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From in-house nutritionists and neusector grew 10.6 per cent from 2013 to
roscientists to lunch-time work-out
2015, the year in which it reached
sessions under the guidance of personal
a grand total of US$3.72 trillion. These
trainers, health-enhancing services are
statistics are based on a diverse group
gaining in popularity.
of ten markets known as the ‘wellness
It’s easy to be cynical about the
cluster’ – everything from beauty aids
commercial motives that prompt brands
and weight loss to health tourism –
and companies to throw their weight
and the report’s projections indicate a
behind the transformation economy,
mounting growth rate that will continue
but we should also consider the scale
at least until 2020. During the period
of the global health crisis. According
reviewed, 16,000 new spas opened their
to researchers at the Johns Hopkins
doors and an extra 230,000 people
Bloomberg School of
found jobs in the
Public Health, 86 per
wellness industry.
‘Consumer focus has
cent of US adults will be
In the heroin-chic
shifted from goods to
obese or overweight by
1990s, health and beauty
services
to
experiences
2030, and Pricewaterroutines were often seen
and now to personal
houseCoopers estimates
as dirty little secrets to
transformation’
that workers’ sick days
be kept behind closed
cost UK employers £29
doors. In the current
billion a year. Developed countries face
climate, saturated by social media, the
an unprecedented health crisis driven
opposite is true. Viral phenomena such
by sedentary, office-based lifestyles and
as ‘Transformation Tuesday’ (10.7 milthe consumption of industrially prolion hashtags on Instagram) compete
cessed foods. If it’s possible to reframe
with endless proclamations of ‘self-love’
the notion of luxury – to put it in a con(7.5 million) and ‘me time’ (2.9 million).
text with fewer logos, less leather and
It’s no wonder that brands from Nike
a greater sense of wellbeing – surely
to Adidas to Lululemon are investing in
that’s a good thing?
increasingly sophisticated spaces where
Brands and companies that truly
consumers gather to worship at the
take transformation to heart have the
altar of the selfie. Although it might not
opportunity to become valued partners
come as a surprise to find that sportsfor clients, guests, tenants and employwear companies are expanding into
ees in pursuit of self-improvement. And
work-out facilities, fitness is entering
as health, fitness and wellbeing turn
other sectors as well. Sports permeate
into aspirational activities, architects
all aspects of everyday life, giving rise to
and designers are responding with
boutique fitness studios that combine
spaces that fit all the needs of today’s
exercise, hospitality, retail and a host of
body-conscious society. ●
related amenities. Take London department store Selfridges, which launched
the nearly 3,500-m2 Body Studio at its
Oxford Street flagship last year (Frame
111, p. 106). Body Studio – the store’s
largest single department – covers everything from athleisure to ‘facial workouts’ for keeping cheeks trim.
It doesn’t stop there. You’ll discover
spaces supporting physical wellbeing
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